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Clearaudio release stunning new 
Ovation turntable 

 

German high-end analogue experts Clearaudio Electronic GmbH are delighted to 

announce the release of the new Ovation turntable.    

 

The new Ovation: 

 Is beautifully designed and engineered. 

 Features exceptional production quality. 

 Is brimming with technical innovations. 

 Builds on existing patented Clearaudio technologies and further enhances these 

with the addition of new developments. 

 Delivers outstanding sound quality and musicality. 

 

Key features and benefits: 

 

1. The main chassis consists of a complex sandwich of materials - aluminium / 

PanzerHolz bullet-proof wood / aluminium - which effectively deadens any 

resonance within the turntable for a highly detailed, natural and musical 

performance. 

 

2. Within the precision-machined PanzerHolz layer, Clearaudio have introduced 

an internal ‘mat’ comprising approximately 100,000 tiny stainless steel balls, 

providing an elaborate additional resonance damping measure.  

 

3. The powerful yet quiet DC motor is rendered even more silent-running by 

being integrated within the main chassis.   

 

4. Clearaudio’s OSC (Optical Speed Control) technology continuously monitors 

a micro infra-red strobe to ensure exact speed stability. 

 

5. The motor drives an aluminium sub-platter via a precision-ground flat drive 

belt. The sub-platter and heavy, dynamically balanced CNC-machined POM 

main platter float on a magnetic field, delivered by Clearaudio’s patented 

CMB (Ceramic Magnetic Bearing). 
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6. Start, stop and speed selection are simply and conveniently operated using 

four blue illuminated buttons which are ergonomically integrated into the top 

surface of the chassis. 

 

Almost any commercially available nine-inch tonearm can be fitted thanks to the 

Ovation’s easily interchangeable armboards. 

 

The new Clearaudio Ovation: 

Beautiful design, cutting-edge innovation, outstanding performance. 

 

 

Technical specifications   

 

Construction principle Resonance controlled chassis. PanzerHolz and 

aluminium sandwich containing resonance-damping 

layer of approximately 100,000 stainless steel balls. 

 

Speeds Electronic, 33 1/3, 45 & 78 RPM. 

Drive system DC motor decoupled in chassis with low noise bearings 

and special anti-resonance damping drives precision 

machined aluminium sub-platter via precision-ground 

flat belt. 

 

Turntable bearing Clearaudio Ceramic Magnetic Bearing. 

Platter Black dynamically balanced precision CNC-machined 

POM, 38mm thick. 

 

Speed accuracy +/- 0.03% 

Weight Approximately 13.5kg 

Dimensions 420 x 350 x 140mm 

Finishes Black, wood & black, wood & silver, black & silver 

 

Manufacturer’s guarantee 5 years* 

* Provided completed warranty card is returned to Clearaudio within 2 weeks of 

purchase. 

 

UK selling price (inc.  VAT) 

 

Clearaudio Ovation  £4,075 - £4,275 (depending on finish) 

 

AVAILABLE NOW 
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Key 

 

CMB Clearaudio’s patented Ceramic Magnetic Bearing, an innovative turntable 

main bearing in which the platter floats on a magnetic field, alleviating the 

need for a ball or point bearing and thus considerably reducing friction. In 

addition, the central shaft is made from a highly polished non-magnetic 

ceramic alloy, which prevents the magnetic field from being transferred 

through the spindle and onto the surface of the record. 

 

CNC Computer Numerical Control, refers to the precision automation of machine 

tools. 

 

OSC  Clearaudio’s OSC (Optical Speed Control) technology, in which an infra-red 

sensor constantly monitors a reflective microscopic strobe ring in order to 

continuously adjust the platter speed to the optimum level.  

 

POM Polyoxymethylene, an engineering thermoplastic used in precision parts 

which has a comparable density to a vinyl record, thereby conducting 

unwanted resonance away from the record. 

 

Consumer contact (updated 2013 for web archive to show current 

distributor) 

 

Sound Fowndations 

Aldermaston 

Berkshire, UK 

Tel: 0118 981 4238 

Email: info@soundfowndations.co.uk 

 

 

Web:  www.soundfowndations.co.uk 

 www.clearaudio.de   

 
Press contact 

 

For more information, product samples or high-resolution print-ready images please 

contact David Denyer on 07976 646 404 or david@ddpr.co.uk. 
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